# Lumen Programs Timeline

**January**
- 1/31 CIM Program form due

**February**
- 2/9 UCC
- 2/15 UAPC
- 2/16 ACPRA
- 2/23 Guide Coordinator submission deadline
- 2/23 UCC (Deadline for course change proposals effective fall 2018)
- 2/26 Move Guide pages to Guide_Editor step in workflow (TGood)
- 2/26 Start Accreditation information (SKuba)

**March**
- 3/9 Front-matter deadline submission to Guide_Editor (TGood)
- 3/9 UCC
- 3/16 ACPRA
- 3/16 CIM Program Pre-Pilot Training
- 3/20 CIM Program Pilot
- 3/22 UAPC
- 3/23 UCC

**April**
- 4/10 CIM Program Substantively Complete Specifications
- 4/13 UCC
- 4/19 UAPC (last meeting for inclusion in June publication of the Guide)
- 4/20 ACPRA
- 4/25 CIM Program plan for testing meeting
- 4/27 UCC (last meeting for inclusion in June publication of the Guide)
- 4/30 Deadline for all governance approved decisions to be submitted for inclusion in June publication of the Guide)

**May**
- 5/10 CIM Program testing and feedback submission
- 5/11 UCC (approved items will NOT be included in June publication of the Guide; may be included prior to CIM migration)
- 5/14 UW-Madison locked out of the Guide for Leepfrog administrative stuff
- 5/14 Archive Summer 2018 edition
- 5/17 UAPC (last meeting for inclusion prior to CIM migration)
- 5/18 ACPRA
- 5/21 CIM Program testing complete

**June**
- 6/15 ACPRA
- 6/21 UAPC (last meeting for inclusion in the Guide prior to CIM migration)
- 6/29 **DEADLINE FOR CHANGES THAT DO NOT USE CIM FORM TO BE COMMUNICATED TO RO**

**July**
- 7/1 Beginning of governance sabbatical – no new proposal activity until October 1 (WHAT ABOUT DARS?)
- 7/2 CIM Program testing, round 2
- 7/23 CIM Program final form sign off, return by 7/23
- 7/20 ACPRA

**August**
- 8/6 CIM Program CourseLeaf to do final sign off and QA the week of 8/6
- 8/13 Return Program Migration Spreadsheet submission
- 8/17 CIM Program form move to production (on or before 8/17)
- 8/17 ACPRA
- 8/31 CIM Program migration (on or before 8/31)

**September**
- 9/1 CIM Program form is live
- 9/30 RO and APIR entry of SIS data not migrated
- 9/30 Last day of governance sabbatical; CIM-Programs form opens on Oct 1